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Abstract

Research has shown that students who are taught using 21st century teaching styles are more successful throughout their education. This literature review explores the importance of 21st century learning and teaching styles. This review begins by looking into and discussing the role of the teacher in a 21st century learning environment. The role of the teacher is to be a guide by the student’s side. This review provides ways to be that guide, rather than the instructor. This literature review also looks at the benefits of flexible seating and how the teacher can create a classroom using flexible seating. Finally this review looks at the importance of integrating meaningful technology use into student learning. This includes virtual field trips, Genius Hour and Makers Space.
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The world of education is ever changing. The needs of the students and future employers change, as well. The focus of school today is to prepare students for college or employment in a field of their choice. Teaching just to pass a test or earn a high school diploma is no longer enough in today’s world. Many schools have begun to change to accommodate these needs. Typically, the building structure of the school has stayed the same for the past 100 years. Fortunately, 21st century learning can be changed from within the walls of those structures through changes in teaching strategies.

The term “21st-century skills is generally used to refer to certain core competencies such as collaboration, digital literacy, critical thinking, and problem-solving that advocates believe schools need to teach to help students thrive in today’s world” (Rich, 2010, p. 1). It is important to understand what a 21st century classroom looks like and how it is run. According to Somya Saxena’s (2013) the top 10 characteristics of a 21st Century classrooms are student centered, contain computing devices, active learning engagement, adaptive learning, inviting environment, students understand rules and expectations, respect for all in the classroom, students who take responsibility for their learning, performance based assessment, and a collaborative learning environment. In addition to this list, a large component of 21st Century learning is the teacher as the guide or facilitator for learning, rather than the presenter of all the information. Teachers who are set up to embrace 21st century learning provide their students with opportunities for hands on learning, creative expression, writing to reflect, justifying their answers, and collaborating with peers. These teachers also integrate
technology, use an inquiry-based approach, use problem-solving methodology, and use a transparent assessment (Goertz, 2015).

In one study conducted by Aaron Johnson (2013), it was found that students are more engaged, receptive and open to learning when 21st century learning methods are in place (Johnson, 2013). However, with that being said test scores did not increase as much as expected, when the information was taught in a tech-heavy student centered way, as compared to those who were taught a traditional, teacher-driven ways. They did increase, but just not as much as expected. Students were then taught in a blended form of instruction and that showed increased engagement, as well as increased knowledge retention. This literature review will look deeper into ways to transform old classrooms and teaching styles into 21st century teaching and learning environments.

**Teacher as the Guide**

One of the biggest differences in a 21st century classroom, as compared to the past is the role of the teacher. The teacher should be a guide for the student’s learning, rather than the constant presenter of information. This has proven to be a very tough task for teachers across all grade levels. This means giving up the idea of traditional seating with the teacher in the front of the class lecturing and writing on the chalkboard.

Teachers are no longer needed to stand in front of a class and lecture about the content they want the students learn. This is boring and not stimulating for teachers and students, alike (Sutton, 1997). There is a plethora of information available at the students’ fingertips, which can be located and presented in a way that is more engaging for the students. The time in school should be used to teach students where to research, find, interpret and apply the information. Being able to apply the information a student has
learned is an important 21st century skill that will carry students throughout life. A student who has all the knowledge, may score well on a test, however if he/she is unable to apply that knowledge the information will soon be just facts (Abbott, 2014).

A teacher’s job should be to observe, assist, suggest, and, when things were going well, to fade into the corners of the classroom (Sutton, 1997). Many teachers try and figure out how this can be done, while still meeting the requirements set out by federal, state and local governments. This discussion really comes up because there are no formal tests for 21st century skills, so it is believed the public will not know how well schools are doing in teaching these skills (Abbott, 2014). The teacher is still teaching all the curricular areas, but rather than looking at teaching in curricular area, looking to teach the skills to learn the information throughout many curricular areas. While doing this the teacher’s main goal should be to tap into the spirit of curiosity and exploration that all children share at an early age (Sutton, 1997).

Teachers who teach students how to learn are making a bigger impact than those who just expect students to learn. This can be done by introducing the students where to go to access information, fostering opportunities to express their creative potential, and providing collaboration time with other students. In the past a research paper had to be done using paper and pen, now it is not uncommon in a 21st century classroom to see students working together on a presentation to teach their peers. Teachers must release the power to their students. Teachers become learners and students become leaders. For example, teachers give students an app. The student becomes an expert on what the app can do and then teaches how to apply it to their peers and teachers (Delzer, 2015).
The most important role for a teacher is to introduce children at early ages to a wealth of wonderful learning opportunities so they are inspired to think about who they can be and what they can do for the rest of their lives (Sutton, 1997). Teachers also provide students with strategies to obtain the skills they need for current and future learning (Brynsaas, 2017). With these skills intact, students will be able to apply their knowledge to many different situations and be successful on the path they choose after receiving that high school diploma.

When you walk past a classroom that has implemented 21st century learning styles you may see the teacher leading a mini lesson to students, wandering from small group circle, talking one on one with a student. Students typically are working with others to gather information. Students are given the freedom to work at their own pace. Many teachers have found that short mini lessons have increased student engagement among students of all ages (Minero, 2017).

**Inviting Classroom Environment**

Another significant difference in a 21st century classroom is the classroom environment. A 21st century learning environment is set up to be an inviting, comfortable place that promotes collaboration between students. In the classroom, there are also opportunities for students to work individually if they choose. Mr. John Carver is the superintendent at the Howard Winneshiek Community School District. This school district has embraced the revolution of 21st century teaching and learning. Mr. Carver stated, about his districts quest to transition to a 21st century learning, that what they are doing is not scientific. They ask students and give them choices. Students are never required to sit in rows or sit still, but instead given the opportunity to fidget and bounce.
In one year, Mr. Carver’s school district saw their National Standard Score increase from 55.7% proficiency to 74.5% proficiency in just one year (Jurgensen, 2015). Summit Prep Charter in Redwood City, California found that after transforming the classrooms into classrooms with flexible seating and giving students the power to share in the decision making model, they outperformed the district and state goals on standardized assessments in both math and English language arts (ELA). The students performed at benchmark in all other curriculum areas (Minero, 2017).

The classroom environment is no longer the traditional teacher standing at the front of a room full of desks with a pointer and an overhead. Instead, the classroom is filled with lounge chairs, standing desks, pillows, exercise balls, stools and a few desks. This is referred to as flexible seating. The students can choose which area and seating style they learn best. In addition, students are able to get up and move to a different location or to a different style of seating while working. This makes perfect sense to those who embrace this mindset shift. There are benefits to flexible setting almost immediately after the classroom resign. Those benefits include burning more calories, using up excess energy, increased motivation and engagement, creating oxygen flow to the brain and improving overall posture. We already know that increased physical activity is linked to high academic performance and better behaviors (Delzer, 2016).

Some are opposed to flexible seating because of the classroom management issues that could arise. However, it has been proven by some that it is actually the opposite. Flexible seating actually decreases behaviors among students. “In a space where more choice is available, students need to be held more accountable for their behavior and work outcome (Evans, 2016, p. 2).” The work is not a choice, but the way
students go about completing the work is. This puts the responsibility of learning on the students and most students rise to this challenge. One teacher found it helpful to have the students sign a flexible seating contract at the beginning of each year. This helps the students to understand the expectations within the classroom, while using the seating of their choice. This again puts responsibility back on the students. (Rapoza, 2017). It has been found that giving up the power of the seating chart actually gives power back to the teacher, as well as empowering students to be active learners. Students are empowered by the opportunity for choices, and aid them in discovering what seating and environment helps them to learn best (Delzer, 2016). Another teacher posts her flexible seating anchor chart at Open House. Then on the first day of school, the students are aware of their responsibility while choosing their seating. This helps students to be in control of their own learning and fosters problem-solving skills between learners. (Brynsaas, 2017).

Flexible seating also encourages collaboration among students. This helps students take their learning to the next level while working together. Students tend to be confident in participating when they are working in a small group. Student participation increases when students have the opportunity to collaborate with peers. Working collaboratively is a skill that is very important for students as they continue their educational journey (Rapoza, 2017).

Students having control over their seating has increased collaboration among students at all ability levels. It is important to have comfortable seating for all students; this includes typical desks, tables, pillows, stools, carpets, etc. Collaboration allows students to become problem solvers in all subject areas as well as in social situations. Students who typically would not communicate with each other are provided an
opportunity to do so in a safe and controlled environment. Flexible seating encourages communication between students in subjects that in traditional seating would not have. This includes math, literacy circles, and writing. The depth of conversations that occur during literacy circles has increased tremendously since implementing flexible seating (Brynsaas, 2017).

**Technology in the Classroom**

Another component to a 21st century learning environment is the implementation of meaningful technology into learning. Classrooms that have to go to the computer lab to access technology are not fully embracing purposeful technology. The teacher should always start with the purpose of what they are teaching. Even when using technology, boring assignments are still boring, putting a worksheet on an Ipad is not going to make it any more meaningful for students. It is important to transform the lessons you are teaching into a meaningful lesson for the students (Delzer, 2015).

Technology is a true tool that can empower students to be global learners. It provides students an opportunity to learn things outside of the four walls of the classroom. Technology makes learning intriguing and engaging rather than a sit and get class period (Brynsaas, 2017). Technology makes it possible to bring learning into that classroom, which may not be possible due to proximity limitation. This can include a virtual field trip or international pen pals. Technology can help acquaint students with the large world that is out there.

One of the biggest struggles that come with implementing technology is making it fit what you are teaching. Technology can assist teachers in making learning cross-curricular, which is a goal of 21st century learning. It is important that technology is not
looked at as one more thing, but finding a way for technology to fit as a tool for what has to be taught. This is something that takes time for teachers to accomplish. Teachers should not just add technology, just to add it, but also rather take time, make changes to their way of teaching using technology as a tool (Brynsaas, 2017).

The Howard Winneshiek School District is 1:1 with Ipads at the elementary level. Implementation of technology is not an option, rather a challenge. The superintendent challenged each teacher and classroom to implement one new strategy a quarter using technology. As the teacher did this it was important to continue to move up the SAMR model. This helps to not just replace meaningless work with new meaningless work on Ipads (Kerian, 2017).

“SAMR is a model designed to help educators infuse technology into teaching and learning. Popularized by Dr. Ruben Puentedura, the model supports and enables teachers to design, develop, and infuse digital learning experiences that utilize technology” (Shrock, 2013, p.1). The S in the SMAR model stands for substitution. The technology just substitutes for some another tool, with not functional change. The A in the SAMR model stands for augmentation. The technology substitutes for another tool, however there are some minor functional changes. The M in the SAMR model stands for modification, meaning the technology allows for significant task redesign. The R in the SAMR model stands for redefinition. This allows for technology to aid in creation of new tasks they may previously have been impossible (Shrock, 2013).

Technology gives students the ability to take their learning to a new level, as well as to learn in ways that work best for them. This may include choosing what they want to learn. Sarah Brynsaas’ class can be seen once a week participating in Genius Hour. For
the first 15 minutes of the one hour block, Sarah teaches her students about tools on the IPad and how to use them. One of the most important parts of implementing technology in the classroom is to have the students do the work on their device. The teacher is the model of what to do, but the students are the ones who are exploring, researching and investigating. The teacher models how to make folders or how he/she would use an app, but never does the work for them. Genius Hour is a time where students learning how do use the tools they have accessible to them to learn about anything they choose. Some students choose topics like animals to obtain more information. While others explore and research how to create or make something, an example would be school blue prints or an app. During the semester, the students are required to plan and organize the information and materials they locate. After approximately a semester, the students present to their peers and others in the building. During this time, the teacher guides the students, giving them permission to fail with the stipulation they restart and try again.

In Sherry Marr’s PreK classroom, students are engaged in Maker’s Corner. This is based on the same philosophy of Genius Hour. The students get the opportunity to explore, research and learn about topics of their choice. This occurs during exploration of manipulatives and technology. The major difference is the students in Sherry Marr’s class and Sarah Brynsaas’ class, is because of the younger ages Sherry’s class needs more guidance when choosing topic. Sherry’s topic of study is machines. The students plan and create a machine, while discovering how to make their machine move. This unit had students coding to make their machines move (Kerian, 2017).

Both examples above provide great insight on how students become more engaged and take learning to a new level when technology is integrated into the
classroom. During this time, students establish many 21st century learning skills, as well as learn which style of learning works best for them. Students collaborate, plan, organize, bounce ideas off each other, explore, answer open-ended questions and create during these learning opportunities. These skills are very important for students of the 21st century. These skills empower all students. It makes learning very individualized. Students really are guiding their own learning. The students with lower abilities are able to take their learning to a high level, and those who are higher achieving can take their learning to the next level.

During an action research study done by Banitt, Theis, and Van Leeuwe (2013), it was found that student’s active engagement in lessons using technology increased by 5%. However, it was also found in that same study students must be actively involved in the learning process to increase student learning. This means just adding in an interactive white board to a math lesson may not increase or enhance student understanding. However, if the students were responsible for creating the activity or completing the slides on the interactive white board their engagement and retention of skills may increase (Banitt, et. all, 2013).

Conclusion

The world is an ever-changing place, along with that, the students are also changing. It is very important that teachers change their learning styles to meet the needs of the students. Teachers who have implemented 21st century learning styles have found great success in meeting the needs of ALL students. Sarah Brynsaas (2017) has found students come into her classroom more comfortable with technology. They are no longer
afraid of breaking it and really view technology as a tool. Students also have become much responsible for their own learning within the past three years.

Students are coming into the classrooms with more social and emotional needs. When students feel empowered they are more apt to gain a deep understanding of the content being taught. The sense of empowerment can be felt when students are provided choices to learn in environments and ways that are the best for each individual student. (Kerian, 2017).

As schools and classrooms transform using exclusively 21st century teaching methods it is important to recall that nothing will ever replace a qualified, dedicated professional and open-minded teacher. Students need a teacher who is willing to provide them opportunities to learn in ways that work best for them. Teachers must view themselves as guides, rather than presenters. It has been proven repeatedly, that teachers as guides, freedom of choice and technology integration set students up to success, lifelong learners.
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